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Abstract: Hard-coded tokens and secrets leaked through source code published on open-source platforms such as Github
are a pervasive security threat and a time-consuming problem to mitigate. Prevention and damage control can
be sped up with the aid of scanners to identify leaks, however such tools tend to have low precision, and
attempts to improve them through the use of machine learning have been hampered by the lack of training
data, as the information the models need to learn from is by nature meant to be kept secret by its owners. This
problem can be addressed with federated learning, a machine learning paradigm allowing models to be trained
on local data without the need for its owners to share it. After local training, the personal models can be merged
into a combined model which has learned from all available data for use by the scanner. In order to optimize
local machine learning models to better identify leaks in code, we propose an asynchronous federated learning
system combining personalization techniques for local models with merging and benchmarking algorithms
for the global model. We propose to test this new approach on leaks collected from the code-sharing platform
Github. This use case demonstrates the impact on the accuracy of the local models employed by the code
scanners when we apply our new proposed approach, balancing federation and personalization to handle often
highly diverse and unique datasets.

1 INTRODUCTION

The recent explosion of data resources has opened up
a world of possibilities for machine learning, which
relies on large amounts of data to improve its accu-
racy. However, gathering the data for training remains
a challenge, especially as data owners become more
aware of the security and privacy risks involved in
sharing potentially sensitive information. Cleaning
and labelling the data is also a bottleneck, often re-
quiring human intervention.

Federated learning provides a solution to these
problems. Instead of pooling data, machine learn-
ing models are brought to the local machines of the
data owners. The owners can personally label their
smaller, to them better-known datasets, and train the
models on their machines, then share the resulting
weights with the central node. The central node
merges the weights to create a final global model
which has learned from all the available data (Yang
et al., 2019), (Li et al., 2020), (Kairouz et al., 2019),
(McMahan et al., 2017). This process has already

been shown to work efficiently in real-world systems
such as Google’s next-word prediction learning task
for smartphone keyboards (Yang et al., 2018). How-
ever, federated learning also presents its own set of
challenges, in particular the lack of control offered to
clients, whose behavior is often dictated by the cen-
tral node, and the heterogeneity of the data between
edge node datasets.

We begin by addressing the issue of control. In
many federated learning processes, scheduling and
participation are dictated by the central node rather
than the clients. Of course in certain contexts, such as
extremely large systems with weak clients, this makes
sense. It would be prohibitively inconvenient, for ex-
ample, to ask smartphone users to decide whether
they want to share their keyboard data every single
time Google decides to retrain its next-word predic-
tion model. However, in a process with a smaller
set of more powerful data owners, these clients might
want to decide on a case-by-case basis when and
whether to contribute to learning. Motivations for this
decision can range from having a particularly vulner-
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able dataset at a given iteration to not having enough
data or hardware capability at the time chosen by the
central server.

We also address the issue of data heterogeneity
across edge nodes. Federated learning clients tend
to have non-identically distributed data between each
other, with each participant having their own unique
patterns and particularities in its data, which can make
a generic global model a lose-lose solution. Our final
goal is therefore to create a set of local models that
work best for their respective clients, rather than the
optimal global model which federated learning sys-
tems usually aim for.

In this paper, we introduce an asynchronous feder-
ated learning process in which control of the learning
process has been shifted from the central server to the
edge nodes, reflecting a power dynamic more rem-
iniscent of a decentralized network than of the typ-
ical master-slave system. Clients can join or leave
the training process and share their weights with the
server as they please, to allow them to account for
particularly sensitive datasets they might prefer not to
share. They can also locally personalize the global
model to tailor it to the particular needs of their data.

We design this process specifically to be used with
SAP’s machine learning scanner, known as the Cre-
dential Digger1, a code review aide which allows
users to identify sensitive information such as pass-
words or access tokens in their Github repositories
that need to be removed before the code is pushed to
the platform. The scanner requires training data that
is by nature extremely private and difficult to obtain,
as few people would willingly hand over their pass-
words, especially labelled as such, which is why we
turn to federated learning. Working with the Creden-
tial Digger’s text-based machine learning models, we
show the viability of our process on a real-world case
using the Credential Digger to scan test data collected
from selected public Github repositories.

2 USE CASE

With more than 100 million repositories, GitHub2 is
the world’s largest hosting platform for collaborative
software development and version control. At least 28
million of these repositories are publicly accessible,
and a 2019 survey of 13% of them revealed that, at a
conservative estimate, over 100’000 repositories con-
tain sensitive information such as passwords or access
tokens, with thousands of leaks more being published
each day (Meli et al., 2019).

1https://github.com/SAP/credential-digger
2https://www.github.com

While there exist scanners such as TruffleHog3

to identify these leaks so that they can be removed,
these tools have been found to suffer from a high rate
of false positives (Meli et al., 2019), flooding users
with hits incorrectly identified as sensitive informa-
tion and concealing the true leaks in the metaphorical
haystack.

To remedy this problem, SAP developed the Cre-
dential Digger, a scanner using machine learning to
classify hits into actual leaks and false positives to
make it easier for developers to find and remove sen-
sitive information from their repositories before they
are published. The tool first scans a repository using
regular expressions to identify potential leaks, then
feeds each hit into two shallow neural networks for
text classification, which analyze the path (for exam-
ple to exclude documentation) and the code snippet to
decide whether it is a true secret or a false positive, as
seen in Figure 1. Once the scanner has classified the
hits, they are displayed to the user, who can manually
fix their code, validating the labels in the process and
generating a new labelled training set for the models.
Currently, the tool is trained using both real and syn-
thetic data. However, the volume and the diversity of
the real data is not sufficient to cover all the program-
ming languages and the coding styles of the develop-
ers. Since it is hard for a single research team to man-
ually gather, classify and label the required amount
of training data, the federated learning approach with
different external contributors appears to be the best
solution to reach a decent amount of exploitable train-
ing data.

We started by testing a traditional asynchronous
federated learning process, which gave us wildly
divergent results when applying the final averaged
model to local clients due to their heterogeneity. For
this reason, we developed a new approach enhanc-
ing the existing solutions and algorithms in order to
provide more accurate models tailor-made for each
client.

3 RELATED WORK

There has been extensive work in recent years in the
field of federated learning (Yang et al., 2019), (Li
et al., 2020), (Kairouz et al., 2019), particularly since
the Google keyboard experiment of 2016 (McMahan
et al., 2017), (Yang et al., 2018), (Sprague et al.,
2019). Federated learning comes in synchronous and
asynchronous flavors, with different types of schedul-
ing for the federated nodes. We ourselves use an asyn-

3https://github.com/dxa4481/truffleHog
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Credential Digger Tool.

chronous process, allowing clients to participate in
their own time.

Personalization of machine learning models
(Mansour et al., 2020), (Wang et al., 2019) currently
focuses mostly on synchronous learning. Techniques
such as data interpolation and model interpolation
help clients adapt generic global models to their own
specific use cases by respectively retraining models
on their own data or averaging their results with lo-
cally trained models before use. We incorporate these
two methods in our learning process to allow edge
nodes to tailor their models to their specific data,
overcoming the issue of heterogeneity among client
datasets.

A further avenue of research goes into different
merging algorithms to combine client models at the
server (McMahan et al., 2017), (Xie et al., 2019),
(Sahu et al., 2018), (Wang et al., 2020), (Yurochkin
et al., 2019). This ranges from the original FedAvg
algorithm, which merges the weights layer-wise, to
more complex and case-specific formulas such as
FedProx (Sahu et al., 2018) or FedMa (Wang et al.,
2020). After testing several of these algorithms, we
have found empirically that in our case, the best solu-
tion is the FedAsync (Xie et al., 2019) algorithm.

Finally, there exist several frameworks for feder-
ated learning, most notably Tensorflow Federated 4

and PySyft 5. We tested both of them, but ultimately
found it difficult to integrate our pre-existing machine
learning models and to adapt the relatively inflexi-
ble set-ups to our specific use case, which is why we
make our own from scratch.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement our asynchronous federated learning
system in the following way. Clients receive generic

4https://www.tensorflow.org/federated
5https://github.com/OpenMined/PySyft

models trained on synthetic data from a central server.
When they have access to fresh data, these clients can
retrain their local model and share its weights with
the server. The server can then merge the received
model weights with the old model weights and, if it
is not deteriorated according to a server benchmark,
redistribute the merged model weights to all the other
clients to let them profit from the additional training
as well. Below is a breakdown of each of the compo-
nents of the learning process.

4.1 Architecture

We build our federated learning system as a network
of Credential Digger scanners at client nodes, con-
nected by a trusted central server. We consider our
edge nodes in this scenario to be development teams.
Developers run the Credential Digger on their repos-
itories, which shows them the suspected secrets and
proposes labels for them. Labels are either ”new dis-
covery” or ”false positive”. If the users wish to do
so, they can then manually fix faulty labels as they go
through the results to safeguard their repository. This
generates a new training dataset of code snippets with
manually corrected labels which can be used to re-
train the models. We assume that the users have the
necessary computing power to handle local retraining
and a sufficiently good network access to send and re-
ceive model weights to and from the central authority
running perpetually on a server safely accessible to
the developers. We also assume that none of the edge
nodes are malicious.

When the central server receives new model
weights from a client, it merges the weights with those
of its most recent model, and redistributes the new
weights to all its clients, the developers. These devel-
opers can update their tool and run a personalization
process on the models using their local datasets to tai-
lor the model to their local settings. We assume that
repositories within development teams will have sim-
ilar data. For example, a specific team will probably
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use the same programming languages, paths, token
types and even passwords and dummy values across
repositories. The whole process can be seen in Figure
2.

One of the particularities our learning process
must account for is that for our models, a good re-
call is more important than a good precision. Indeed,
a false positive, for example a placeholder, being mis-
taken for real information is less serious than a real
secret being dismissed as a false positive by the mod-
els, as this makes it more likely for a user to overlook
a potentially dangerous leak. We therefore use pre-
cision, recall and f1-scores to benchmark our models
and design our algorithm to safeguard recall. Before
sharing new model weights, the server and edge nodes
alike test the models on the original synthetic dataset
to ensure that results are not degraded.

4.2 Benchmarking

The benchmarking function determines whether a
new model is good enough to be shared with the other
participants of the federated learning process. We
adapt it to our use case for the Credential Digger,
which needs a high recall to prevent the user from
overlooking potentially dangerous leaks. Our bench-
mark is described in Algorithm 1. The new model is
tested on all the available data of the model owner.
In the server’s case, this is the synthetic data used to
train the base model. Clients can use this synthetic
data as well as the local dataset provided by the user.
We compute the recall and the f1 score and verify that
neither is deteriorated. This way, we make sure that
recall is not abandoned in favor of precision. If the
new model is found to be at least as good as the old
model, it can be shared.

Algorithm 1: Federated Learning: compare.

Data: old model, new model, local data
1 recall ok = recall(old model , local data) 6

recall(new model, local data)
2 f1 score ok = f1(old model, local data) 6

f1(new model, local data)
3 return recall okay AND f1 score ok

4.3 Server-side Merging

Updating the central server weights with a client’s
new weights is done using the server side of the asyn-
chronous federated averaging algorithm FedAsync
(Xie et al., 2019). We found it empirically to be
the most effective merging algorithm for the Cre-
dential Digger’s shallow neural network models, as
well as the simplest. It consists of adding together

the weights of models layer-wise, with each model’s
weights scaled by a factor determined by the staleness
of the client model. Indeed, staleness is an important
characteristic to consider during asynchronous fed-
erated learning. If, for example, client a submits a
model based on the server model at round 5, but other
clients have already updated the server model multi-
ple times, so that it is now at round 15 (having been
incremented at each successive update), merging the
new server model with client a’s model has the poten-
tial to cause divergence because the weights are too
different. We therefore mitigate the power of client
a’s weights using a staleness function.

The central server starts out with the base model,
the round t = 1 and the scaling factor α = 0.5, which
was found to be optimal for FedAsync. In order
to merge a client’s weights into the server model, a
server must receive two values from said client: the
model weights themselves, but also the round τ be-
longing to the latest server model its new model is
based on.

The server then mitigates the effects of any stale
client models by adapting αt using the polynomial
staleness function:

αt = (t − τ+1)−α (1)

Layers of the model are then merged in the fol-
lowing way:

merged layer = (1−αt)∗ server layert

+αt ∗ client layerτ

(2)

The merged layers form a new model which is
locally tested using the synthetic data on which the
base model was trained, and benchmarked accord-
ing to our compare algorithm shown in Algorithm
1. If the model passes the test, it becomes the new
server model, and the server round is updated by one:
t = t + 1. The server redistributes the weights of
the new model along with the round to all its known
clients. The process in its entirety is described in Al-
gorithm 2.

4.4 Client-side Model Personalization

We assume that clients will have datapoints that are
more similar to each other than to datapoints of other
clients. Indeed, developers all have their own coding
habits which depend on many factors, such as the cod-
ing language or the occurrences of given keywords.
This kind of variation means that the most optimized
model for each developer may differ, and that forcing
a generic global model might erase such subtleties. It
is therefore beneficial for a client to personalize the
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Figure 2: Federated Learning: Overview.

Algorithm 2: FedAsync with staleness.

Data: initial model weights
Result: a model created through the fedasync

algorithm
1 server weights = initial model weights
2 α = 0.5
3 for round t in 1,2,3,... do
4 get (client weights, τ) from some client
5 αt = (t − τ+1)−α

6 βt = (1−αt)
7 for l in 1 to nb layers in model do
8 merged weights[l] = αt *

server weights[l] + βt *
client weights[l]

9 end
10 if compare(server model, merged model,

synthetic data) == True then
11 t = t + 1
12 server weights = merged weights
13 share (server weights, t) with clients
14 end
15 end

global model using its available local data. We ap-
ply two personalization techniques, model interpola-
tion and data interpolation (Mansour et al., 2020), de-
scribed respectively in Algorithm 4 and 5. The per-
sonalization processes are applied consecutively as
described in Algorithm 3.

4.4.1 Model Interpolation

In model interpolation, we reuse FedAsync to locally
average the client’s previously personalized model, if
one exists, and the server’s newly offered model. To
scale the weights, instead of worrying about staleness,
we try out different values from a cover of the (0, 1)-
range, as explained in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 3: Federated Learning: update.

Data: local model, global model, local data
Result: an updated local model

1 new model = average models(global model,
local model)

2 if compare(local model, new model) == True
then

3 local model = new model
4 end
5 new model = refine(local model, local data)
6 if compare(local model, new model) == True

then
7 local model = new model
8 share local model with server
9 end

Algorithm 4: Federated Learning: average models.

Data: old model, new model
Result: an averaged model at least as good

as the old model
1 if old model exists then
2 best model = old model
3 for λ in [0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8] do
4 avg model = (1- λ) * old model + λ *

new model
5 if compare(best model, avg model)

then
6 best model = avg model
7 end
8 end
9 end

10 else
11 best model = old model
12 end
13 return best model
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4.4.2 Data Interpolation

The process of data interpolation is fairly straight-
forward. Whenever new data is provided, the client
adds it to their local data and refines the model on the
entire dataset, trying out a range of batch sizes β to
find the best one. This process is detailed in Algo-
rithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Federated Learning: refine.

Data: model, data
Result: the best possible model fit on the data

1 best model = model
2 for β in [16, 32, 48, 64] do
3 new model = model.fit on(data, β)
4 if compare(best model, new model) then
5 best model = new model
6 end
7 end
8 return best model

5 EVALUATION

We test our method in a real-world scenario: using the
Credential Digger to detect leaks in existing public
Github accounts. We apply our algorithm to both of
the available machine learning models, the model an-
alyzing code snippets as well as the model analyzing
file paths, and train them using manually harvested
data from Github. Throughout the training, we bench-
mark our federated learning process against the base
models trained using only synthetic data, as well as a
traditional learning process using all our training data.

5.1 Snippet Model

The goal of the snippet model is to analyze a pair of
words, a keyword and credential value, for example
("password", "snoopy"), and decide whether the
credential is real or not.

5.1.1 Dataset

We select at random five public Github accounts with
three repositories each, aiming for repositories whose
scan results return a decent number of potential
leaked credentials. The scan results are manually
labelled, written to file, and deleted after the end
of the simulation run to preserve the privacy of the
account holders. This yields a diverse dataset of
26’434 labelled code snippets. Furthermore, our base
model with which the server starts out is trained on
7478 generic (keyword, common password)

and (keyword, placeholder) combina-
tions, such as ("password", "snoopy") or
("token", "PUT_YOUR_TOKEN_HERE").

5.1.2 Simulation

We run a simulation of five clients, each representing
one of the Github accounts. At each round, one of the
clients picks one of the repositories of its account and
simulates a run of the Credential Digger and subse-
quent federated learning process on it. The resulting
model is tested at each client for that round using the
data from the account designated for testing.

5.1.3 Results

As can be seen in the results of Figure 3, our tai-
lored algorithm yields good results. The new real-
world data is too noisy and diverse for centralized
training to be effective, making the base model trained
on generic data imprecise, and the centralized model
trained on all our pooled data barely any better. How-
ever, the federated learning model, by personalizing
for each client and its dataset, manages to overcome
this challenge and improve the results.

A question we could ask ourselves is whether
sharing model weights through federated averaging is
useful in practice, or whether the improvement we see
is due solely to local personalization. To resolve this,
we look at the breakdown of the federated learning
process by client in Figure 5. We find that there are
variations in the recalls of clients when other nodes
share their weights, which tells us that there are in-
deed scenarios in which the federated averaging pro-
cess is impactful, with clients reacting to model up-
dates made by their peers.

5.2 Path Model

We then move on to test our path model, as seen
in Figure 1, which analyzes filepaths to determine
whether a file is likely to contain false positives, such
as test files or documentation.

5.2.1 Dataset

Once again, we select 5 random accounts from
Github, this time with 2 repositories each. Note that
repositories tend to contain fewer filepaths than snip-
pets, which reduces the size of our test dataset com-
pared to the snippet model evaluation. Path models
are also longer, giving us more data per datapoint,
meaning we must be cautious of overfitting. Dur-
ing labelling, each time a file contains even a single
true positive, it is marked as a true positive. In order
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Figure 3: Evolution of the models on a dataset of 26434 snippets over 15 rounds of federated learning, compared to an initial
base model of 7478 snippets and a centralized model trained on the whole training dataset.

Figure 4: Evolution of the models on a dataset of 314 filepaths over 10 rounds of federated learning, compared to an initial
synthetic base model of 1759 filepaths and a centralized model trained on whole training dataset.

to be considered a false positive, a file must contain
nothing but dummy discoveries. Our base model is
once again trained on a synthetic dataset with typical
test and documentation paths. The simulation occurs
analogously to the snippet model simulation.

5.2.2 Results

As shown in Figure 4, federated learning outperforms
the base model and even the centralized model thanks
to personalization, which, on the highly specific local
paths of repositories, greatly improves the local mod-
els. However, an analysis of the results suggests that
in this case, federated learning plays a far smaller role
than personalization, as filepaths tend to be extremely
specialized to their repositories.

6 CONCLUSION

Leaked credentials on open-source code-sharing plat-
forms represent a pervasive cybersecurity threat for
developers, and a time-consuming one to mitigate.
Machine learning can help, but requires very sensi-
tive training data and a lot of localized fine-tuning.
Current federated learning platforms and applications
are mainly focused on a centralized, synchronous ap-
proach where the unique features of local models are
neglected and accuracy achieved with local users is

penalized. The current existing solutions are not ef-
ficient with our use case. In this paper we propose a
new approach that takes into consideration the speci-
ficity of the local clients and reflects it on the accuracy
of the local models. We build an asynchronous feder-
ated learning and personalization system to give ma-
chine learning models access to private training data
and improve them for use with the Credential Digger
scanning tool. Through this system, users can itera-
tively improve the detection of hard-coded tokens and
secrets in their code while reducing the privacy and
security risk to their local training data. We demon-
strate the use and effectiveness of our system on data
from real-world public Github repositories. As fu-
ture work, we can enhance our solution with improve-
ments on the fronts of privacy, in order to safeguard
locally trained models during transfer and merging
(for example with differential privacy, homomorphic
encryption of the weights or secure multi-party com-
putation (Kairouz et al., 2019)), vocabulary expan-
sion, and staleness. We can also explore the gener-
alization of our federated learning pattern to other use
cases.
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New data

Figure 5: Evolution of the federated model on 26434 code
snippets over 15 rounds of federated learning, broken down
by client.
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